LORNE CANCER CONFERENCE 2020
13 – 15 FEBRUARY CUMBERLAND LORNE RESORT

INTERNATIONAL INVITED SPEAKERS
Lisa Coussens
Sandra Demaria
John Dick
Alejandro Sweet-Cordero, MD
Timothy Frankel
Nada Jabado
Catriona Jamieson
Jean-Christophe Marine
Senthil K. Muthuswamy
Nicholas Navin
Serena Nik-Zainal
Antoni Ribas
William R. Sellers
Karen Vousden

NATIONAL INVITED SPEAKERS
Marianne Burr
David Thomas
Richard Tothill
Lisa Horvath
Tim Frankel
Michelle Teng
Sarah Kummerfeld
Tim Thomas
Marina Kotechkova
Ruth Ganss

KEY DATES
Friday October 25th
Early Bird &
Abstract Deadline
Wednesday January 8th
Poster Deadline

Lorne Cancer
Organising Committee
Sarah-Jane Dawson
Matthias Ernst
Ruth Ganss
Daniel Gough
Michelle Haber
Kum Kum Khanna
Richard Lock
Clare Scott
Mark Shackleton (Convenor 2020)
Alex Swarbrick (Convenor 2020)
Jane Visvader

Lorne Cancer
Conference Boomerang
Travel Fellowship
The ‘Boomerang’ travel
fellowship has been
established to help Australian
cancer researchers working
overseas to return to Australia
to continue their career
development

www.lornecancer.org